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Goodwin Electrical was established in 2008. We are trusted and reliable Plymouth electricians who serve customers in the city as well as Plympton, Saltash, Torpoint, Devon and Cornwall.



		
																					

																										
							Quick Info:
Please don't hesitate to contact us on the following:


 01752 916047


 info@goodwinelectrical.com
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                        Google Rating                        
4.9
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[image: Robert Montgomery]
Robert Montgomery1709288870

Bill and his team were very professional from start to finish.  Good communications, clear written quotations, discussed options regarding the work, flexible on start dates, onsite on time and respected our property at all times whilst working.   The work (instillation of a PIV System, Shower Fan plus additional Bathroom Fan, and Kitchen Hob Extraction Fan) was completed to a good standard and unforeseen obstacles were easily overcome.  Additional extra work (Loft lighting switch) was also undertaken upon request with no fuss.Many thanks to Bill and his team, I would happily recommend and use again.Kind regardsRob
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Stephen Kendrick1707905510

Two very pleasant chaps removed their shoes on arrival and carried out the electrical inspection quietly and efficiently, keeping us informed of what they were doing.  Very polite and friendly fellas.  I shall certainly use Goodwin Electrical for any future electrical work.
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bradley horswell1703280569

Contacted Goodwin electrical as we had a very old fuse board that needed upgrading to current times and code contacted Goodwin and got a very quick response which they then booked a appointment to quote for works  got a quote which was very  easy to read  paid the deposit for works to be completed and works date was booked in quickly.Very good communication with follow up texts and emails confirming  time of arrival  on the day 2 really nice young chaps installed our fuseboard and earth bonding I had a small thing that I wanted changing after the lads left and they even come back the next morning to make the adjustment 5 star service from start to finish would highly recommend going with this company.Also really nice to see a company taking on an apprentice/learner.Highly recommend.Thank you fromBradley and jemima.
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Alan Morris1702923783

Bill was 100% professional, and provided a solution for my problem when the original installer had gone but and the original equipment provider took 2 weeks just to pass my request for help to their technical department!The work has been carried out to the highest standards, Bill braved failing light and a rain shower and stayed until he'd completed the job fully, including walking me through the associated app. 100% recommended!
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Matthew Hudson1701873741

Timely response to all communications, high quality service, and kept us informed. I would definitely use again. Thanks very much.
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Mark Beaumont1701527111

Excellent service and the team were very polite and punctual. The work was carried out to a high standard and no mess was left. Really impressed and already requested another quote. Excellent service
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Peter Collins1698230174

They were both polite and very friendlyHaving them back tomorrow to do some more workWould Highly recommended this companyJust had Goodwin Electrical out 25 / 10 / 23Excellent job as alwaysNo job is to small, very polite and very good quality of work
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Martin Mander1697044148

Quick quote to replace a solar inverter.Installation arranged for the following week.Arrived on time and messaged beforehand.Jobs a good un!
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John Eley1696537500

Excellent service. I would thoroughly recommend Goodwin Electrical.
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Roger Sinclair1695064781

Rang Goodwin Electrical with an electrical problem they came out within a couple of hours, Ryan was efficient and helpful and problem was quickly resolved. Will recommend them 100%
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Alan Norwood1692880771
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michelle taberner1692712227

The work was carried out quickly and efficiently, the men were helpful even after the work had been carried out and I had queries. I would 100% recommend thus company
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Pete Brett1690315397

Excellent service. Installation of EV Charger completed within a few days of enquiry.
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Tony Walsh1690109698

From quotation to prework site safety visit / check and completion of the electrical work. (New consumer unit and changes of wiring where required) a totally professional , courteous and reassuring company to deal withBrilliant service, lovely guys who detailed and explained everything that was being completed and gave total re-assurance and could not be more helpful with answering any queries or questionsHighly recommend this company for any electrical work you need completing without hesitation.    Thank you Bill, Ryan and your team
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Sian Evans1689419140

Great Communication. On time, very polite, great job done. Thank you very much. Will be using you again.
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JOHN PORTER1689085654

Knowledge, helpful, and on time
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Janet Pearce1688485174

Excellent prompt service. I would recommend this company.
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Lee Santillo1672952419

I used Goodwin Electrical for some insurance work which required my solar panels on my roof to be removed with some scaffolding to be put up as well. Goodwin Electrical actually arranged the scaffolding as well! All the way through the process his team kept me informed on everything that was needed to be done with clear deposit requirement and clear payment details. Whilst Goodwin were here I actually mentioned a light in my kitchen that needed doing and they replaced it with a lovely L.E.D light fitting! Many thanks Goodwin Electrical. I highly recommend this business to anyone.
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Alexander Stewart1670334583

Hands down best tradesman I've ever used. Was prompt, professional, understanding of the job required, was able to diagnose what I needed done without pushing for more intrusive solutions, was understanding about my work situation and was able to complete the job with me being away from site.They scaled down the job on the day as the job was discovered to be simpler than expected and adjusted the price accordingly. They were also able to complete the job without requiring me to cover up the work through replacement tiles, reapplying vinyl flooring and painting over plaster etc so the money I've saved has been a godsend.Thank you Goodwin electrical.Honestly, I couldn't recommend them more.
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Julieann Cremen1666557608

Bill and Ryan Goodwin, did some work for me over the 2 days, absolutely 1st class service they are both very knowledgeable, polite and genuine gentleman.They kept me informed at all times, with all the worked carried out.I would highly  recommend Goodwin Electrical.
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Mike Simmonds1665418268

We had a long list of electrical jobs to do, recently moving to Cornwall and buying an old cottage. From the initial site survey, through to completion and signing off Building Reg certificates, Bill and Ryan (and their apprentices) were professional, courteous, meticulous (and I’m fussy), and knowledgeable. As we gradually renovate the cottage we’ll doubtless find some more jobs for them. I won’t hesitate to ask them back again. Is six stars a thing?
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Sarah Kumari1662481795

Bill cracked on with the job, was polite and friendly- yet unobtrusive and he kept us informed regarding the job from start to finish.We highly recommend the company.
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Jo-e H1659288843

I wouldn't hesitate to recommend Goodwin Electrical and we will be calling on their services again once moved down into the Plymouth area.
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Cerri Love1653906321

Professional, efficient and very helpful
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Harvey Maycock1652876418

Great communication. Responsive. Understood the requirement well and quoted accurately. Arrived on schedule and completed very tidy work.  Will use again.
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Debs Ramson1652630984
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Oliver clements1644310750

Was able to come in for a quote on the weekend which was super convenient. The work was carried out very quickly and to a great standard. Would definitely recommend.
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Gabriel Fieraru1633982766

Bill and he's son were very professional, outstanding communication from getting a quote to having the work done  ( changing an EV charging point) arrived on time and completed the work quickly.I would recommend Goodwin Electrical.
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Jenny Roche1632157064
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Peter Peck1630513164

Ryan Connor and Gabriel very good polite professional friendly clean would highly recommend them
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Nicky Sadler1626255545

A great service from Goodwin Electrical - as always.  Thank you Bill!
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Rob Cook1625824110

Very pleased with the work done by Goodwin Electrical. Very professional, knoledgeable and friendly.
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Paul Rooke1624888850

A few years ago, Bill replaced my inverter and recently he came to sort out a resistance problem with my PV panels. Very happy with the work carried out. Would definitely recommend
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Terry Organ1624641544

Very pleased with the professional service and reasonable costs
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jill kershaw1621264216

We have been entirely delighted with the work done for us by Bill Goodwin. He has been at all times quick, tidy and a pleasure to have working with us. His attention to detail is superb and he does not cut corners. He listens to our views and has given us excellent advice where needed. We would wholeheartedly recommend him and his team.
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Mark Newberry1620725146

This is quite simply an excellent business, right from the internet enquiry Bill was prompt, clear and very professional.  Always on time and the work was very well done.  He gave good advice and ideas.  Very clean and so professional.Would not hesitate to recommend, in fact we quickly asked him back to do a second job.  We will definitely be asking for Goodwin ELectrical's help in the future!
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Dan Lakin1618261014

10/10 professional, punctual, polite, knowledgeable and efficient. I had a landlords safety check and remedial work carried out by these gentlemen. I can not recommend them enough. Easy to arrange works over email. Thank you Goodwin.
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sue Lea1618237702

Goodwin Electrical have dealt with me, on behalf of my elderly mother, in the installation of an electrical board and an electric combi central heating system in a  tenanted property during the pandemic lock-down!SO MUCH COULD HAVE GONE WRONG HERE!!I have to say therefore that their service has been exemplary.  They have provided information promptly: they have clearly set out what they would do: they have done exactly what they said they would do:  they have done it at exactly the time they said they would: they have completed the job to a high level of satisfaction.  Given the various parties involved, communication has been crucial and they absolutely nailed it.I could not recommend their services highly enough
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Linda Hyatt1617302554

Ryan &his team completed scheduled work to be able to provide me with an up to date electrical certificate.This included fitting an earth wire installation replacing 3 bedroom light fitting cables from 2 wire to three wire.&replacing the pendants.They were very professional &very pleasant in manner.I would have no hesitation in recommending Goodwin Electrical to anyone who needed emergency work or planned electrical work .Ryan was able to source &correct a long standing problem where our electric would trip at random times for which I am very grateful for & feel very happy that I have found a trustworthy &professional  company with Ryan as co owner alongside his father.Long may they stay in business.
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Jo Kenny1613862512

Friendly, efficient, professional and observed all covid rules.  Would not hesitate to use again
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Lynne French1607189825

Bill and Ryan are consummate professionals. So knowledgeable, efficient, polite and friendly. I can thoroughly recommend Goodwin Electrical.
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Levi Nixon1605452212

Professional service throughout and would highly recommend to anyone looking for a knowledgable and reliable electrician.
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Paul Harris1605386184

Ryan and his team did a great job, took the time to explain what they were doing, were polite and tidy - I would thoroughly recommend.
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Jersey Turner1602596863
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Caroline Anderson1602492672

Highly recommended electrician,  I will definitely use them again.
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Jessica Porter1601322244

Highly recommended. Excellent service, communication and professional approach
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							Payments Accepted:
			Payments accepted by: cash, cheques, credit card, debit card, BACS
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